In this work we propose a fully end-to-end approach for multi-spectral image registration and fusion. Our fusion method combines images from different spectral channels into a single fused image using approaches for low and high frequency signals. A prerequisite of fusion is the geometric alignment between the spectral bands, commonly referred to as registration. Unfortunately, common methods for image registration of a single spectral channel might prove inaccurate on images from different modalities. For that end, we introduce a new algorithm for multi-spectral image registration, based on a novel edge descriptor of feature points. Our method achieves an accurate alignment allowing us to further fuse the images. It is experimentally shown to produce a high quality of multi-spectral image registration and fusion under challenging scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
This work addresses the problem of multi-spectral registration and fusion. Different spectral channels capture different scenes, therefore their fusion is interesting and their registration is challenging. In Figure 1 for example, the visible channel in wavelength 0.4 − 0.7µm, captures the colors of the scene on the one hand, but suffers from low visibility due to haze on the other hand. On the right, the Middle-Wave-Infrared (MWIR) channel in wavelength of 3 − 5µm, is complementary to the visible channel. It does not capture colors, but utilizes a good visibility even in the presence of haze. For an example of good visibility, see the objects in the far road, where "hot" cars can be easily seen in the thermal (MWIR) image. The fused image in the middle contains the advantages of both channels: good visibility of far distant objects combined with color information. In this work we introduce a method for performing registration of such images, that manages to align multi-spectral images even though their captured information differs significantly. In addition, we introduce a fast method for fusion of color-visible with IR-thermal images.
Image registration is a fundamental problem in computer vision with profound research. A classic way to align two images from the same modal [25, 27] is by Scale-Invariant-Feature-Transform (SIFT) [18] . Even though this method is robust, it might prove inefficient for images from different modalities. As the appearance of the same object, under different spectral wavelengths, varies. Thus, we propose to perform registration of multi-spectral images in a similar way, but to use instead a novel edge descriptor. Our method detects keypoints by Harris corner detection [11] and describes them using an edge descriptor. We quantify the keypoint similarities by correlation of descriptors and compute the final transformation by a novel derivation of Random-Sample-Consensus (RANSAC). The proposed scheme produces accurate registration results on multi-spectral images, since their edge information is indeed invariant to different wavelengths. Moreover, since measuring similarities by our edge descriptors is fast, our scheme can be used in real-time vision systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we cover previous work on the topics of registration and fusion. In Section 3 we introduce our method, for registration of multispectral images, based on our new edge descriptor. Then, in Section 4, we explain how to fuse two registered images: a color image of the visible channel, and a MWIR gray-scale image. In Section 5, we demonstrate evaluations of the accuracy of our registration algorithm, as well as examples of fusion of images captured from different sensors.
PREVIOUS WORK
Image registration is a fundamental problem in computer vision which has been studied for decades. Image registration methods [3, 27] are used to fuse images, for matching stereo to recover object shape, or to produce wide panorama images. Early methods rely on primitive characteristics of the images, such as, schemes that find translation by correlation [22] of image pixels, [19] solves registration based on the spatial intensity gradient of the image. Reddy et al. [23] estimate translation, rotation and scale by and FFT-based technique. Other schemes rely on key-points [11, 18] and invariant descriptors to estimate feature-based registration [25] .
One group of works tried to solve the problem of image registration on images from different modalities or spectral channels [7, 24] . In [20] registration was carried out by two medical images based on maximizing the mutual information. Since contours and gradients are invariant to different spectral images, [4, 14, 15, 16] offer to utilize them for registration. When trying to solve only translation, measuring correlation on Sobel image [10] , or Canny image [6] may help to register multi-modal images. We show experimentally that our method outperforms these approaches. Note that we align images of a wide spectral range, visible to MWIR, while other methods [4, 15] work on a narrower range, visible to Near-Infrared (NIR). When spectral ranges are closer, the captured images are more similar and therefore easier to align. Aguilera et al. [1] solves registration by FAST features [26] and unique descriptors for non linear intensity variations. Aguilera et al. [2] measures cross spectral similarity using a Convolutional-Neural-Network (CNN). They achieve high accuracy in classification of patches as same or different, however, their method cannot be incorporated into a complete registration scheme due to its insensitivity to slight geometrical transformations. Our approach utilizes the fact that edges are invariant to multi-spectral images, and use it within a feature-based registration. Edge descriptors are effective and relevant for our purpose as they are sensitive to geometric transformation and their computation is fast. In Section 3 we detail our novel edge descriptor and how to use it for multi-spectral registration.
The fusion of images retrieved from different sensors is a fundamental image processing problem addressed by many previous works [13, 8] . The most basic group of fusion methods, named α blending, is formulated as a linear combination, αI 1 + (1 − α)I 2 , where I 1 , I 2 are the input images. Early methods of image fusion are based on wavelets transform [17] , or on Laplacian pyramid of an image [5] . More advanced approaches rely on Principal-Component-Analysis (PCA) transform of the fused images [21] , and on Intensity-Hue-Saturation (IHS) technique [12] . In this work, we introduce a new technique named High-Pass-Low-Pass (HPLP). This method applies different fusion techniques to the low frequency signals and the high frequencies, as detailed in Section 4.
MULTI-SPECTRAL IMAGE REGISTRATION
The proposed scheme for multi-spectral image registration consists of three steps: corners detection by Harris [11] , feature matching by a novel edge descriptor and iterative Random-Sample-Consensus (RANSAC) [9] for outliers rejection.
Corners Detection.
Our multi-spectral registration scheme is based on feature-points, whereas each point is a Harris corner [11] . This method is useful for our purpose, since the groups of corners of the two spectral images have a significant overlap. We apply the following algorithm to detect the corners in each spectral image.
Let I be the input image, I x , I y be the horizontal and vertical derivatives of I respectively. Given a Gaussian window w compute the Harris matrix for every pixel:
(1) A corner is characterized by a large positive eigenvalues λ 1 , λ 2 of the matrix A. Since the computation of exact eigenvalues is expensive, we compute the corner score:
where k is a sensitivity parameter. For every pixel x we compute the score S to obtain a Harris score image S(x). In practice, we apply a non-maximal-suppression using a window of size w 1 × w 1 , such that every corner pixel, is a local maximum in its surrounding window in S(x).
Feature Matching by an Edge Descriptor. We encode every corner point in one of the multi-spectral images by a novel edge descriptor. The uniqueness of this descriptor is its invariance over different wavelengths. Note that although the same object is acquired differently in the visible and MWIR channels, it has high similarity after applying our edge descriptor.
Denote by C V the set of corners in the visible image and by C IR the corners in the MWIR image. Every point p ∈ C V or p ∈ C IR is basically described by its center pixel (x p , y p ). In addition, in a surrounding window of size w 2 × w 2 , we compute the Canny [6] edge image E p and the Gradient directions G p . Note that E p is a binary image, G p is an image with indexes of directions. The angular [0, 2π] domain is quantized in G p to k 1 bins. Thus, the descriptor D p of a point contains the following information: D p = {x p , y p , E p , G p }.
Given two points, p ∈ C V and q ∈ C IR , they are matched using their descriptors D p , D q . We first require that the difference in the gradient direction, will be less or equal to a single bin in any pixel x: SameGrad p,q (x) = |G p (x) − G q (x)|mod16 ≤ 1. Hence, the similarity measure between p and q is the normalized correlation of the pixels that are in the same Gradient directions:
.
(2) Then, for every corner p ∈ C V , search the corners q ∈ C IR for the match with the highest similarity. We normalize Similarity(p, q) by
x E q (x) to avoid high scores in cases of many edge pixels in E q .
Iterative RANSAC. We compute the final transformation between the images using an iterative version of RANSAC [9] . For that we apply three iterations, the first is applying RANSAC to the regular axis. We compute for each corner p ∈ C V its best match q * ∈ C IR , and get a group of matches M 1 . This group consists of inlier and outlier matches, therefore we apply the RANSAC outliers rejection approach. We sample small groups of matches m 1 , ..., m l , ... ∈ M 1 and compute by least square the transformation T l that best corresponds to these matches for every subgroup m l . Each match induces two linear constraints and therefore if our transformation T is characterized by n parameters, |m l | = n 2 . Finally, we select the best transformation T * derived from the best group of matches m * , that has the greatest support in the whole group of matches M 1 . The support of a transformation is the number of other matches that "agree" with it, a match "agree" with a transformation if
The RansacDistance in the first iteration is rd 1 . We denote by T 1 the transformation that is found by RANSAC in the first iteration.
In the second iteration we repeat the same process as in the first, using T 1 as an initial guess. We restrict the group of all matches in the second iteration M 2 as follows. p ∈ C V can be matched to q ∈ C IR only if their distance under T 1 (similar to Eq. (3)), is less than M atchDistance. In the second iteration, M atchDistance = md 1 and RansacDistance = rd 1 such that md 1 < ∞. We denote by T 2 the transformation found by our iterative RANSAC in the second iteration.
In the third and final iteration, we use T 2 as an initial guess and decrease the thresholds, RansacDistance = rd 2 and M atchDistance = md 2 such that rd 2 < rd 1 , md 2 < md 1 . As these thresholds are relatively low, the final transformation is more accurate. Finally, we denote by T 3 the transformation found by RANSAC in the third iteration. This is the final transformation of our multi-spectral registration algorithm. Note that we can search for different types of transformations between the input images.
FAST IMAGE FUSION
Given two registered images, a visible channel image V and a MWIR image IR, we would like to obtain their colored fu-sion image F c , whose luminance gray-scale image is F . Since V is an RGB image, we denote by Y (V ) its luminance channel and by R(V ), G(V ), B(V ) its color channels. In this section we introduce a new fusion technique denoted High-Pass-Low-Pass (HPLP). This method fuses Y (V ) with IR using a different approach for the low-frequency signals in the image than for the high-frequency signals. The proposed fusion method is fast and can be run in real-time algorithms easily.
Given an image I and a Gaussian kernel g σ with standard deviation of σ, we divide the image to high and low frequencies by convolution, LP σ (I) = I * g σ for low pass, and then the high-pass is HP σ (I) = I − LP σ (I). We fuse the lowfrequencies by alpha-fusion,
The high-frequency image is fused such that in each pixel we take the value of the channel with the highest absolute value. Denote by b the indicator b = 1 |HPσ(Y (V ))|≥|HPσ(IR)| , then for any pixel,
The fused image is given by, F σ = LP σ (F ) + gain × HP σ (F ). We repeat the process for three levels of σ, σ 1 = 3, σ 2 = 5, σ 3 = 7 and fuse all the three with equal weights, F = 1 3 (F σ1 + F σ2 + F σ3 ). We have a gray-scale fusion of V and IR, we aim to compute the color fusion F c and apply color restoration based on V . Aiming to preserve the ratio, 
EXPERIMENTS
We experimentally verified the proposed scheme using multiple real images captured by multi-spectral imaging systems. The transformation between the channels is unknown in advance and we found it automatically using our method. We evaluated the accuracy of our approach by creating a dataset of manually-aligned images, and then finding a solution to a known simulated transformation. We tested our method on this dataset and compared it to several approaches for solving multi-spectral registrations.The proposed scheme was implemented in C++ and it runs in less than 4 seconds on a CPU. By utilizing parallel computing on a GPU its runtime is significantly reduced to 0.5 seconds. The proposed fusion scheme is implemented in Matlab and its runtime is negligible.
In Table 1 we compare between our accuracy to those of correlation of Canny [6] images, correlation of Sobel [10] images, maximization of mutual-information [20] . We also compared to [1] but this approach failed when applied to our dataset. We simulated a known translation between the channels and tested the various methods when trying to solve Table 1 . Accuracy in pixels of multi-spectral registration when searching for translation only. Our method is compared to correlation of Canny, correlation of Sobel, maximization of mutual-information and LGHD. As can be seen (in bold), our approach achieves the highest accuracy and it is the only one which is sub-pixel accurate (score is less than 1).
Fig. 2.
Accuracy in pixels of multi-spectral registration as a function of scale between the images. Left: visible to SWIR registration. Right: visible to MWIR registration. The accuracy is around 1 pixel for all scales between 0.9 to 1.1 in both graphs.
translation only. Eventually, we find the Euclidean distance between the known translation to the output of each method to derive accuracy in pixels. We repeat this test for several images and store the mean of accuracy of all iterations. We test the performance for visible to Short-Wave-Infrared (SWIR, 1.4 − 3µm) registration, and for visible to MWIR registration. It follows that in both wavelengths we achieve the most accurate results among all the compared approaches. Moreover, our algorithm is the only one that produces sub-pixel registration accuracy. We evaluate the proposed scheme accuracy on different scales between two spectral channels in Figure 2 . We report the Euclidean distance between the estimated translation to the simulated one. The same distance in the scale parameter is less than 0.001 and therefore negligible. Our accuracy is ∼ 1 pixel, in both SWIR and MWIR. Moreover, we achieve this accuracy level along all simulated scale transformations from 0.9 to 1.1. Figure 3 shows the registration of visible and MWIR channels. We fuse the aligned images by the HPLP scheme. Where the left column depicts all the information about colors of the captured objects, while the right column depicts all the thermal information of the objects. The image of the "hot" factory building demonstrates how the two channels are naturally different. This object is very hot in the MWIR image and yet very colorful in the visible image. In the fused image we can see its colors together with its brightness indicating a high temperature.
In Figure 4 we show images captured by an aerial platform. The visible image captures the color of the clouds, but cannot depict far objects, whereas the MWIR image captures the far land. As can be seen, the proposed fusion conveys the interesting information captured in both channels.
CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a novel method to register images captured by multi-spectral sensors. Our approach is feature based and utilizes the robustness of edge descriptors to different wavelengths. The multi-spectral registration is accurate to allow the fusion of images. To that end we developed a new fusion scheme, named High-Pass-Low-Pass, that fuses the images differently for low and high frequencies. Our method outputs informative fusion results that utilize the benefits of both spectral channels.
